paper concerns the Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRB) for the data-aided (DA) timing and/or phase recovery, i.e., the synchronization parameter acquisition is aided by a training sequence known to the receiver. For the DA parameter estimation, the CRB typically varies with the training sequence. This indicates that different training sequences offer fundamental different performance. In this manuscript, we derive a closed-form formula of the CRB for timing and phase recovery with respect to any particular training sequence. The bound illustrates the close relation between the training sequence and the fundamental limit on timing and phase synchronization. It provides additional insights on the training sequence design.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Cramer-Rao lower bound (CRB) is a general lower bound on the minimum mean square error (MSE) of any unbiased estimator [l] . The CRB usually serves as a benchmark for the performance of actual estimator. Therefore it receives considerable attention in the literature. In practical systems, synchronization parameters such as timing and carrier phase offsets are usually acquired with the help of training sequence (TS), which is the DA estimation. In the DA case, the CRB generally varies with the TS, which implies that different TS offers fundamental different performance. Therefore it is very important to compute the CRB for any particular TS to understand the fundamental limit that a particular TS has. . It is mathematically intractable t o evaluate the bound when the TS is arbitrary. Moeneclaey simplified the calculation by the adoption of the strong law of large number and the assumption that the TS is zero mean, i.i.d., and sufficiently long. This method reduces the calculation dramatically, but it also covers the interaction between TS and estimation performance, therefore limits the usage of the CRB. In order t o deal with the estimation problem in the presence of nuisance parameters, D'Andrea et al. In principle, it is possible t o use brute-force numerical approach t o compute the CRB for any given TS. Such bruteforce computation involves the evaluation of derivative numerically and matrix inversion. Besides the computational complexity, brute-force approach does not provide any insight on the interaction between TS and the resultant CRB. In this manuscript, a closed-form CRB (denoted as CRBDA) for the DA joint carrier phase and timing offsets estimation is derived with respect t o arbitrary TS. The only assumption is that the derivative of shaping pulse exists (i.e., the pulse is sufficiently smooth). The bound reveals the close relation between TS and performance limit. We found that the CRBDA for some particular sequence could be significantly lower than that of others. Therefore it provides us insight on the sequence design. Some recent research result on the inverse of Toeplitz matrices [7] is applied in the computation. The frequency domain approach introduced by the Toeplitz matrix expedites the calculation of the bound. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II., the problem is formulated mathematically at first. The CRBDA'S for joint timing and phase estimation under the condition of over-sampling (e.g., two samples per symbol for raised-cosine shape) and under-sampling are presented. Section 111. evaluates the CRBDA'S. Some comparisons between the bounds proposed here and those derived in [2] [3]- [5] are also discussed. In Section IV., several examples are illustrated. Section V. concludes the paper.
THE CRAMER-RAO LOWER BOUNDS
The baseband received signal is modeled as:
where g(t) = gT(t) C3 c(t) C3 f(t) (without loss of generality let us assume that g ( t ) is real), g T ( t ) is the trammitter shaping function, c(t) is the channel response, f ( t ) is the prefilter, n(t) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with two-sided power spectral density N0/2, T is the symbol interval, {a,}, m E Z (Z the set of inxegers) is the data sequence drawn from complex plain with E[u,] = 0 and E [ l~, 1~] = 1. is the carrier phase offset, the delay jitter rT models the absence of symbol synchronization between transmitter and receiver, it is assumed that r E [-0.5,0.5). The received signal s(t) is passed through a matched filter with response g ( -t ) as shown in 
A . Problem Formulation
The sampled output of the matched filter is
where r(t) = g(t) C3 g(-t), N ( t ) = n(t) @ g ( -t ) and Nk = N(kT,) that is a sequence of Gaussian random variables with zero mean and the auto-correlation function
We can rewrite Eq. 2 in terms of matrix and vector product. First, let us define the following vectors The CRBDA'S are the diagonal elements of the inverse of Fisher information matrix J [l] 
C. The CRBDA for the Under-Sampling Case
In the under-sampling case, i.e., l / T s < 2B, there is aliasing in the frequency domain, then the CRBDA generally depends on the specific value of T if it is deterministic. In practice, T can be modeled by a uniformly distributed random variable in the receiver front-end. In this case
J#+, J+r and Jrr should be averaged with respect to both 2 and T . In a typical communication system, let L = 1, i.e., one symbol rate sampling, then K = N +-R, the following integral holds for arbitrary integer k and I
In the calculation of Eq. 24, we use the fact that d ( w2nk) = A(w), therefore we can separate A(w) and the aliased R ( W )~. In practice, a shaping pulse is always bandlimited. Typically its effective bandwidth B ranges from 1/2T to 1 / T , k in Eq. 25 is usually from -1 to 1.
EVALUATING THE BOUNDS
Before evaluating the CRBDA'S, we discuss the role of R in our computation first. As we explained in Section II., R is used to model the signal y(t) beyond the TS portion. As discussed in [7] , R is determined by the residue error of the approximation (a circular matrix is used to approximate Q under certain condition). It gives us mathematical convenience when we apply the finite boundary strong sense convergence theory related to the inverse of Toeplitz matrix derived in [7] and the discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In numerical evaluation of the bounds, R should be large enough to make the CRBDA'S converge, typically R 2 100 is sufficient in most cases. fundion, which is a sufficient condition, J$r = 0. In 1'Jnlike CmDA(+), C m D A ( 7 ) is closely related to the TS and rolloff factor. In the under-sampling case ( L = l), the t'iming bound is 0 As pointed in [2] (p.329), the random data TS could make J@, = 0. A more general sufficient condition is K/2-1 proposed here. In fact, any real TS a could make J+,
A.
equal zero.
In the following presentation, we assume that J+, is equal to zero.
B. The CRBDA for Phase Estimation
The CRBDA for phase estimation is CRBDA(+) = l/J++. According to the Parseval's relation (K-point DFT is an orthogonal transform), in the over-sampling case when r ( t ) is a Nyquist shaping pulse, In PSK type modulation, la,l = 1, the CRBDA is independent of rolloff factor (for raised-cosine shape) and TS, which is the same as that in the literature [2] in the oversampling case.
Worthy of mention is that in the under-sampling case, the bound behaves quite differently. For the Nyquist shaping pulse when the sampling rate L = 1 (i.e., T, = T, K = N + R), F(w) = T. Let us limit our discussion on the raised-cosine pulse because of its popularity. When the rolloff factor Q ranges from 0 to 1, the effective bandwidth of r ( t ) ranges from 1/2T t o 1/T.
The widely used CRB for timing estimation was d e rived in the literature [4] for both over and under-sampling cases. As explained before, the assumption that the TS was i.i.d. random data and sufficiently large N was applied to simplify the computation. In the next subsection, we will show that the bounds derived in 
D. Asymptotic Bounds
Let Af = 1/(N + R ) , because N and R are tied, as either of them goes to 00, we have the following integral expressions of the bounds. When L = 1, we have and
In the joint estimation, CRBDA(+) is closely related to the TS and shaping pulse, and larger than that in the oversampling case. For the raised-cosine shape, the CRBDA(+) generally increases as the rolloff factor Q increases because increasing cy causes more aliasing that hurts the estimation performance. 
IV. SEVERAL EXAMPLES
The CRBDA'S give us insight on the effect of training data pattern on the estimation performance limit. We are going to address several data patterns with QPSK modulation to illustrate the application of the bounds. is even, and Uk = -fi/2(1 + j ) , k is odd, which is widely used as preamble in TDMA frame structure for timing recovery. Actually the CRBDA(T) of one-zero pattern is much smaller that of the pseudo-random data pattern. For large N the spectrum )A(w)) of @ is a tone at N / 2 in the frequency domain. When L 2 2, we have CRBDA(T) G {27r2NB,/No}-1; when L = 1, we have CRBDA(T) M { T~N E , / N~} -~ that is around 3dB
worse than the over-sampling bound and CRBDA(~) m {NE,/No}-'. Fig. 2 shows the normalized CRBDA(T) (CRBDA(T) x 2NE,/No) with L = 1,2. As N increases, the normalized bound converges to 2/n2 and l/n2 respectively. The estimation variance in the under-sampling case approaches that in the over-sampling case as a G 0 b e cause there is little aliasing at that point.
3) Pseudo Random Data Pattern: The pseudo random data pattern (e.g., M-sequence, unique word (UW)) is used to do joint timing and phase estimation in some systems. A 64-symbol UW is selected to evaluate the CRB.
The normalized CRBDA (7) is shown in Fig. 3 for L = 1,2. When L = 1, increasing CY tends to improve the perfor- mance, however at the same time causes more aliasing that hurts the performance, therefore there is a certain CY which achieves the worst performance; when L = 2, CRBDA(T) decreases as a increases because there is no aliasing. We also observe that the bound is larger than that of one-zero pattern in both over and under sampling cases.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we derive the closed-form formulas of CRBDA'S for carrier phase and timing synchronization with respect to arbitrary training sequence in both under and over sampling cases. These bounds provide additional insights on the sequence design.
